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SUMMARY ― This paper examines whether the ECB’s Quantitative Easing (QE)
policy is causing government bond prices to deviate from their fundamental value.
We use a recent advance in the methodology to measure exuberant price behavior
in financial time series introduced by Phillips et al. (2015). We extend this
methodology and apply it to government bond prices. The results show that the QE
policy substantially inflated government bond prices in Euro Area countries to such
an extent that bond prices are no longer in line with the underlying fundamental
value. We argue that careful monitoring is required when the QE policy is eventually
reversed. The test procedure outlined in this paper provides a monitoring tool to do
so.
JEL–code ― G12; G15; E52
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I. Introduction
Starting in September 2014 the European Central Bank (ECB) announced several
Quantitative Easing (QE) programs, also known as the Expanded Asset Purchase Program
(EAPP), in order to provide stimulus to the economy and to maintain price stability.1 2 These
* Corresponding author, e‐mail: r.c.r.lamoen@dnb.nl, tel.: + 316 2112 3899. Special thanks goes to
Isabel de Heus for excellent research assistance. We are grateful to Aerdt Houben, Paul Wessels, Silvie
Verkaart, René Rollingswier, Lode Keijser, Leo de Haan, Jan Willem van den End, Boris Osorno Torres
and DNB Research seminar participants for comments and suggestions. The usual disclaimer applies.
Views expressed in this paper are our own and do not necessarily reflect those of De Nederlandsche
Bank.
a
De Nederlandsche Bank, Westeinde 1, 1017 ZN, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
b
Amsterdam Business School, Faculty of Economics and Business, University of Amsterdam, Plantage
Muidergracht 12, 1018 TV Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
c
Amsterdam School of Real Estate, Jollemanhof 5, 1019 GW Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
d
Tinbergen Institute, Gustav Mahlerplein 117, 1082 MS Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
1 The phrase Quantitative Easing was first applied to monetary policy in Japan in 2001. It was
introduced to signal a shift in policy focus towards targeting quantity variables. With interest rates at
the Zero Lower Bound, the Bank of Japan started purchasing government securities from the banking
sector in order to boost the level of cash reserves the banks held in the system (Joyce et al. 2012).
2 The EAPP comprises: the third Covered Bond Purchase Program (CBPP3, since October 2014), the
Asset‐Backed Securities Purchase Program (ABSPP, since November 2014), the Public Sector
Purchase Program (PSPP, since March 2015) and the Corporate Sector Purchase Program (CSPP, since
June 2016)
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programs were implemented in an environment where policy rates were at their lower
bound during a prolonged period of weak economic growth and low inflation in the
Eurozone. Monthly purchases under the QE programs amount to €80 billion on average.3
The sheer volume of these purchases raises the question to what extent the Eurosystem
(ECB and National Central Banks) is distorting market prices and is causing overvaluations
or bubbles.
There is abundant literature on financial bubbles for a wide range of asset classes. This
literature distinguishes between intrinsic and speculative bubbles. Intrinsic bubbles depend
on fundamental drivers of asset prices (Froot and Obstfeld, 1991). Speculative bubbles are
driven by expectations that are not related to fundamental drivers (Diba and Grossman,
1988). Despite this vast literature and the various methodologies to detect bubbles
(Gürkaynak, 2008; Homm & Breitung, 2012), there is not much literature on the influence of
the ECB’s purchasing programs on bubbles in government bond markets. This paper aims to
fill this gap.
This paper relates the literature on the determinants of government bond yields with the
literature on statistical approaches to detect intrinsic or speculative bubbles in asset prices.
We examine the impact of the EAPP on government bond yields and investigate whether
government bonds experienced exuberant price behavior before and during the
implementation of the EAPP.4 Our sample consists of 10 Euro Area countries over the period
2003‐2016. Specifically, we focus on the Public Sector Purchase Program (PSPP), because it
directly targets government bond markets and represents the bulk of the purchased
volumes.
To analyze whether bond yields diverge substantially from their fundamental levels we
utilize a novel methodology proposed by Phillips et al. (2013; 2015). They introduce the
Generalized Sup Augmented Dickey Fuller (GSADF) test, which is a recursive estimation
procedure to distinguish a unit root process from a stochastic process with explosive (price)
behavior. The authors show that their recursive estimation procedure is better able to
distinguish bubbles in the S&P500 stock market than alternative testing procedures,
especially in the presence of multiple bubbles. Hence, they address the critique of Evans
(1991) that conventional tests (i.e. standard unit root and cointegration tests) are not able
to detect periodically collapsing bubbles. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first
paper that investigates the impact of the EAPP on government bond yields/prices with this
novel approach. Moreover, we further extent the standard GDADF test by introducing the
Generalized Sup Phillips‐Perron (GSPP) test, which adjusts for a general form of
3 On

8 December 2016 the ECB announced a reduction in monthly purchases from €80 billion to €60
billion over the period March 2017 – December 2017.
4 This study therefore aligns with the strand of literature that focuses on the direct effects of QE on
financial markets instead of macroeconomic effects. See Gambacorta et al. (2014) for the
macroeconomic effects of unconventional monetary policies. Dahlhaus et al. (2017) examine
international spillover effects of QE programs.
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autocorrelation. The GSPP test turns out to be a more sensitive test to capture bubble
behavior in bond yields.
Our results show that the QE programs significantly lowered government bond yield
levels and have thus become an important driver of yields. Furthermore, all Euro Area
countries experienced exuberant government bond prices in 2014 and 2015 during the
EAPP. However, we find almost no evidence of exuberant government bond prices when QE
programs are used directly as a fundamental driver to explain bond yields. These findings
are indicative of an intrinsic bubble that is well explained by this new driver. The strong
influence of the Eurosystem on government bond markets is not unexpected as these rates
are targeted directly in order to pursue expansionary monetary policy goals. Within this
context, the two test procedures (GSADF and GSPP) used in this study may serve to monitor
price exuberance in these markets closely.
This research has important implications for monetary policy. The large purchases have
made the Eurosystem an important player on the government bond market. If government
bond prices deviate substantially from their fundamental drivers due to central banks’ bond
purchases, the way monetary policy is communicated and normalized in the future may
influence the pace and extent to which government bond prices reverse to their
fundamental levels. The findings of this paper are also relevant for government debt
policies, since they show to what extent monetary policy can affect the funding costs of
government debt. Furthermore, a low interest rate environment also affects other areas of
the economy such as households’ saving behavior, pension funds’ liabilities, and housing
markets.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II contains a review of the
literature on fundamental drivers of government bond yield (and spreads) and papers that
apply the GSADF procedure to several asset classes. Section III outlines the data and the
methodology. The empirical results are presented in section IV, and section V provides a
conclusion and discussion.
II.

Literature review

A. Fundamental drivers of government bond yields
A lot of research has been conducted on the fundamental drivers of government bond yields.
This strand of literature is important for this study in order to select relevant determinants
for calculating fundamental levels of government bond yields. Selecting relevant
fundamental drivers is not trivial. Maltriz (2012) conclude that there is no consensus yet
about key determinants of government bond yields. Also, De Haan et al. (2014) argue that
bond yield model outcomes are strongly affected by modelling choices, especially the
selection of variables and samples.
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Most papers use panel data to investigate a set of countries in a chosen time period.
However, a wide range of estimation procedures are used to establish a relationship
between government bond yields/spreads and fundamental drivers. For example, the
Pooled Mean Group estimator (e.g. Poghosyan, 2014), the Common Correlated Effects
Estimator and Panel Error Correction Models (Alfonso and Rault, 2015), Bayesian Moving
Average models (Maltritz, 2012), Time Varying Coefficient approach (Bernoth & Erdogan,
2012), Panel Cointegration models (Bernoth & Erdogan, 2012, Costantini et al., 2014) and
the Fixed Effects estimator (De Haan et al., 2014) have all been used to examine government
bond yields.
Despite the lack of consensus on the determinants of government bond yields and the
diversity in model estimation approaches, there is some overlap in key determinants of
bond yields across papers. Fiscal and trade‐related variables, such as the debt‐to‐GDP ratio
and current account ratio, appear to be important drivers in many studies (Afonso & Rault;
2015, Bernoth & Erdogan, 2012; Costantini et al., 2014; Georgoutsos and Migiakis, 2013;
Maltritz, 2012; Poghosyan, 2014; Rivero and Morales‐Zumaquero, 2015). Macroeconomic
variables such as the real GDP growth and inflation are also significant fundamental drivers
(Afonso and Rault, 2015; Poghosyan, 2014; Costantini et al. 2014). In addition, some papers
include financial variables such as a proxy for the risk free rate or short term interest rate
and stress and volatility on financial markets (De Haan et al, 2014; Poghosyan, 2014).
Complementary to fiscal, macroeconomic and financial market variables several studies
distinguish between the period before and after the sovereign debt crisis to account for a
structural change in the relationship between government bond yields and its determinants
(Bernoth et al., 2012; Giordano et al., 2013; Beirne and Fratzscher, 2013; De Haan et al.,
2014). The sovereign debt crisis started at the end of 2009, when it became clear that fiscal
policy in Greece was not sustainable. Empirical studies often use January 2010 as the
beginning date of the sovereign debt crisis (De Haan et al., 2014).
Some studies emphasize that the relationship between government bond yields and
fundamental drivers depends on the selected sample of countries. For example, Costantini et
al. (2014) analyze government bond yield spreads in 9 EMU countries over the period 2001‐
2011 with a panel cointegration approach. The expected government debt‐to‐GDP
differentials, cumulated inflation differentials, bid‐ask spreads and government balance to
GDP differentials appear to be drivers of government bond yield spreads.
Recent papers examine the impact of the Eurosystem’s EAPP program on asset prices
and the main transmission channels. The results of these papers indicate that QE has
become an important price driver in several asset classes (especially the government bond
market). In an event study, Altavilla et al. (2015) find that the EAPP has substantially
lowered government bond yields. For government bonds with a 10‐year maturity, the yield
decline is estimated at around 30‐50 basis points (depending on the window size that is
used). Overall, they find that the effects of asset purchases are not limited to the targeted
—4—

assets nor to times of financial market stress. Georgiadis and Gräb (2016) focus on global
financial markets and estimate the announcement effects of the asset purchase programs on
the euro exchange rate, global equity prices and bond yields. They use daily data from 1
January 2007 to 31 January 2015 and a sample of the Euro Area’s 39 major trading partners.
Their results show a depreciation of the euro against other currencies, a boost in equity
prices worldwide, and a (limited) decline in global sovereign bond yields.
B. Applications of the GSADF procedure to identify bubbles
Homm and Breitung (2012) compare alternative tests for speculative bubbles in stock
markets. The approach used in Phillips et al. (2011) is found to be the most effective in
detecting bubbles. This methodology relies on the sup ADF (SADF) test in order to
investigate the presence of a bubble and is based on a sequence of forward recursive right‐
tailed ADF unit root tests.
Phillips et al. (2013, 2015) extend the SADF test by developing the GSADF test based on a
more flexible recursive estimation procedure to distinguish a unit root process from a
stochastic process with explosive behavior. The authors examine S&P500 stock market data
over the period 1871‐2010 and identify all the well‐known historical episodes of stock
market bubbles over this period, whereas other testing procedures that they apply seem to
be more conservative and identify fewer periods of exuberant stock prices. The exact test
procedure is further discussed in section 3.3.
To the best of our knowledge only Huston and Spencer (2017) apply the GSADF test in
the context of Quantitative Easing and explosive price behavior for several asset classes.
Specifically, they focus on the US equity, housing, and corporate bond markets over the past
eight years. Price‐earnings measures are used for equities and equivalent ratios are
calculated for the other asset classes. They find that prices in equities and housing increased
following Federal Reserve intervention, but do not find indication of explosive price
behavior for these asset classes. However, their results show some evidence of explosive
corporate bond prices.
Other studies have also used this new methodology to examine asset bubbles and
exuberant price behavior for different asset classes. These studies apply the GSADF on
international housing prices (Engsted et al., 2016; Pavlidis et al., 2014; 2016), Real Estate
Investment Trust (REIT) indices (Escobari and Jafarinejad, 2015), alternative energy stock
prices (Bohl et al., 2015), oil prices (Caspi et al., 2015), the nominal Sterling‐dollar exchange
rate (Bettendorf and Chen, 2013), the Chinese RMB‐dollar exchange rate (Jiang et al. 2015)
and the Bitcoin market (Cheung et al. 2015).
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III.

Data and Methodology
A. Data

In this paper, we focus on 10 core Euro Area countries: Austria, Belgium, Finland, France,
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain, and the Netherlands for the period March 2003‐
March 2016. The remainder of this section describes the data in more detail. To identify
exuberant price behavior it is important to correct the time series for fundamental drivers
of government bond yields because changes in government prices may be justified by
changes in these drivers. All fundamental drivers used in this study are obtained from
Bloomberg.
The nominal interest rates on government bond markets can be represented by the rates
of “generic” government bonds. These generic rates are comprised of benchmark bonds,
based on the bid side of the market, and are updated intraday. The government bond market
is represented by the 10‐year government bond yield.
Figure 1 shows the development of the government bond yields from March 2003 –
March 2016. The government bond yield movements were similar across countries until the
sovereign debt crisis. Since approximately January 2010 yield differentials widened,
especially for peripheral countries. Yields declined again in 2012 in a period of increased
monetary policy easing. Moreover, yields declined in all countries in 2014 following the
announcement and implementation of the EAPP, but increased a little in the first half of
2015.
The fundamental drivers of government bond yields used in this paper can be
categorized into a fiscal variable (debt‐to‐GDP ratio), macroeconomic variables (real GDP
growth and inflation), a variable related to trade (current account balance), and financial
market variables (Euro OverNight Index Average (EONIA) and VIX index).5
The debt‐to‐GDP ratio is one of the most commonly used fundamental drivers in the
literature on government bond yields and determinants. Debt‐to‐GDP is expected to be
positively related to government bond yields. As government debt rises, government bond
yields should go up due to perceived higher risk by investors that have government
securities in their portfolio holdings (Poghosyan, 2014).6

5 Our

study uses realizations of the macroeconomic and fiscal variables. Another approach to capture
macroeconomic drivers is by using Consensus Forecast time series. See De Haan et al. (2014) for an
elaborate discussion.
6
We also considered general government deficit as a fundamental driver of government bond yields.
However, this data is only available to us on a yearly basis. As the government bond yields data are on
a monthly basis this would require interpolation to obtain roughly 92% of monthly general
government deficit data. Therefore, this driver is not used in this study. D’Agostino and Ehrmann
(2013) and De Haan et al. (2014) also prefer to use the debt‐to‐GDP ratio as explanatory variable
instead of the government deficit.
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FIGURE 1 — GOVERNMENT BOND YIELDS (10 YEARS), MARCH 2003‐MARCH 2016
Notes: This figure shows the development of the 10 year government bond yields
for 10 Euro Area countries over the period March 2003 – March 2016.

Inflation is expected to be positively related to government bond yields due to the
relationship between nominal and real yields. Inflation is measured by the Harmonized
Index of Consumer Prices (HICP). Moreover, when (real) GDP rises, the long term interest
rate also rises. Interest rates are now very low, inter alia because real growth has declined
relative to historic rates. The current account ratio is related to a country’s ability or
inability to borrow abroad and therefore reflects investors’ perception of default risk
(Maltritz, 2012; De Grauwe and Ji, 2013). Current account deficits and net capital imports
may be an indication of increased default risk and relate to lower government bond prices
and higher yields.
The risk free rate (EONIA) is expected to be positively related to government bond
yields. We follow De Haan et al. (2014) and assume that government bond yields consist of
three components namely a risk free component, a risk premium, and a residual term.7 A
higher risk free rate therefore translates into higher government bond yields.
7 This

assumption is based on the preferred habitat theory of the yield curve (Modigliani and Shiller,
1973).
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Finally, the VIX index is also an often used financial market indicator. The VIX index is
calculated by the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) and is a measure of the implied
volatility of S&P500 index options. This variable reflects changes in global risk aversion (see
e.g. Giordano et al., 2013; Beirne and Fratzscher, 2013; Aizenman et al., 2013; D’Agostino
and Ehrmann, 2013; De Haan et al., 2014). A positive sign is expected since in more volatile
markets the default risk of countries may increase which results in higher spreads and
nominal yields.
All variables are on a monthly basis or are interpolated to be on a monthly basis (i.e. the
debt‐to‐GDP ratio, real GDP growth and the current account ratio). Descriptive statistics per
variable and country are shown in Table 1. On average, the bond yield is highest in Ireland,
about 4.4 percent, and Ireland also has the highest bond yield volatility. A current account
deficit is mainly visible in Spain and Portugal, while the Netherlands has a relatively large
surplus. The sovereign debt percentage is highest (on average even higher than 100
percent) in Italy and Belgium. Inflation is roughly the same across countries and, in the
studied time period, relatively low. Interestingly, out of all countries only Italy has a
negative yearly real GDP growth of 0.2 percent. The EONIA is of course the same across
countries and, with an average of 1.5 percent, lower than the bond yield. Finally, the VIX
index is also the same for all of the countries. As mentioned, especially the change in this
index is relevant to explain bond yields, not so much its level.
B. Fundamental drivers of government bond yields
We use several model specifications to calculate estimated yields based on fundamental
drivers. This is essential input to measure a bubble in bond prices. The following panel data
model is used:8
(1)

BY

β CA

β DR

β rf

β rGDPg

β I

β VIX

τ

α

ε ,

where BY represents the government bond yield for each country i in time period t, CA is
the current account ratio, DR is the debt‐to‐GDP ratio, rf is the EONIA as the risk free rate,
rGDPg is the real GDP growth, I represents inflation, VIX is the volatility index, τ are
time fixed effects, α represents the country specific unobserved heterogeneity and ε is the
error term that is assumed to be a white noise process, ε ~N(0,σ2).

8

The presented model may be subject to reverse causality. For example, while higher yields are
associated with higher debt‐to‐GDP ratios due to higher perceived risks, lower yields may lead to
increased debt levels due to lower funding costs (i.e. negative slope coefficient). Although this
suggests that there are potential endogeneity issues, we follow the literature on government bond
yields and estimate a simple, straightforward panel model (we are also not necessarily interested in
causality here).
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TABLE 1 — DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS PER COUNTRY
Country

Bond yield
(in %)

Current
account ratio
(in % GDP)

Sovereign debt
ratio (in % GDP)

Inflation
(HICP, in %)

Real GDP growth
(in %)

EONIA (in %)

VIX index

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

AT

2.77

1.31

2.67

0.96

78.84

6.45

0.16

0.48

0.99

2.14

1.51

1.41

19.52

8.37

BE

3.29

1.18

0.79

1.89

101.36

6.27

0.16

1.02

1.34

1.63

1.51

1.41

19.52

8.37

DE

2.78

1.29

5.52

1.67

70.77

6.10

0.12

0.41

1.19

2.53

1.51

1.41

19.52

8.37

ES

3.99

1.14

‐4.15

3.80

61.54

23.07

0.16

0.82

1.26

2.52

1.51

1.41

19.52

8.37

FI

2.95

1.25

1.80

2.75

44.98

9.24

0.13

0.35

1.03

3.46

1.51

1.41

19.52

8.37

FR

3.09

1.14

‐0.60

0.67

78.07

12.48

0.12

0.37

1.04

1.51

1.51

1.41

19.52

8.37

IE

4.39

2.07

‐0.99

4.05

65.70

37.58

0.09

0.43

3.83

6.41

1.51

1.41

19.52

8.37

IT

4.04

1.10

‐1.00

1.60

114.16

12.00

0.16

0.91

‐0.16

2.20

1.51

1.41

19.52

8.37

NL

2.97

1.24

7.47

2.26

56.48

8.49

0.13

0.59

1.17

2.06

1.51

1.41

19.52

8.37

PT

5.11

2.52

‐6.66

4.56

91.49

28.29

0.14

0.56

0.01

2.14

1.51

1.41

19.52

8.37

Notes: Table 1 provides the mean and standard deviation for the 10 year government bond yield, current account ratio, debt‐to‐GDP ratio, inflation
measure, real GDP growth, EONIA and VIX index for 10 Euro Area countries over the period March 2003 – March 2016. The EONIA and VIX index
are common factors for all countries. The descriptive statistics are based on 157 observations per country except for Austria where 112
observations are used.
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To capture the announcement and implementation effects of the PSPP we include a time
response function in equation (1).9 The response function is obtained by using a set of
dummy variables that represent time periods:
(2)

BY
τ

β CA
α

β D

β rf

β rGDPg

β I

β VIX

∑

β Response

ε ,

where Response is the purchase program announcement variable that has been in effect
for period k at time t, where each period consists of two consecutive months and the last
dummy variable of the response function represents several months until the end of the
time window. The response function is based on an a priori chosen set of s=5 periods. We
would expect that this is enough to capture the full response to the PSPP. The response
function is expected to show a negative effect on the government bond yields (Altavilla et al.,
2015). Based on this specification we can test for announcement effects and examine the
dynamics of the response to PSPP in more detail.
Several robustness checks are applied. Equation (1) is extended with a dummy variable
that captures the effect of the sovereign debt crisis (since January 2010) and with
interaction terms between the macroeconomic variables and the sovereign debt crisis
variable. We also use a specification where we define a time response function in equation
(2) based on the announcement of the CBPP3 and ABSPP in September 2014.
C. Identifying asset bubbles: The GSADF and GSPP procedure
In the previous section a model is established to examine the determinants of government
bond yields. With this model a fundamental level of yields can be calculated to correct the
observed yield levels for fundamental yield levels. Since government bond prices and yields
are inversely related, inverse yields can be used a proxy for price movements.
We examine the ratio between fundamental yield levels and the observed yield levels
(BY*/BY), where fundamental yield levels and observed yield levels are represented by
BY ∗ and BY, respectively. If the realized yields are perfectly described by the fundamental
model, we would expect that the ratio equals 1. However, if actual yields decrease (i.e. prices
increase) at a faster pace than the fundamental yields, the ratio increases.10 The GSADF
procedure developed by Philips et al. (2013; 2015) examines to which extent the corrected
time series for fundamentals exhibits explosive behavior.11
9A

similar time response function is used by Wolfers (2006) and Bos et al. (2013) to capture policy
effects in a panel data model.
10 A drawback of this measure is that it may pose an identification problem if the fundamental yield
level (BY*) and the observed yield levels are of the opposite sign. In particular, detection of bubbles
becomes difficult in the situation with negative observed yields and a positive level of fundamental
yields. Fortunately, our time series with observed yields only contain positive levels.
11 De Haan et al. (2014) conclude that it is almost impossible to determine the exact extent of
alignment between government bond yields and fundamental drivers due to model uncertainty.
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The GSADF procedure to identify explosive behavior in asset prices is based on the
Augmented Dickey‐Fuller (ADF) unit root test. Where the standard ADF test assumes that a
time series contains a unit root or is stationary, the GSADF test assumes that the time series
contains a unit root (null hypothesis) or that the time series exhibits explosive behavior
(alternative hypothesis). Furthermore, the GSADF procedure applies the ADF test
recursively by dividing the time window in smaller time intervals.
The Augmented Dickey‐Fuller test regression is:
(3)

Δy

α

π

,

∑

y

,

ψ

Δy

,

γT

u ,

where Δy is the corrected asset price in first differences (y

BY ∗ /BY ), r and r are

fractions of the time window to indicate the starting and ending point of a subsample, the
terms Δy

are lagged dependent variables to account for autocorrelation up to k terms, T is

a deterministic trend and ut represents the disturbance term that follows a white noise
process ut ~N(0,σ2). The time series contains a unit root under the null hypothesis
H :π

,

0, while an explosive process (a characteristic of an asset price bubble) is

assumed under the alternative hypothesis H : π
(4)

ADF

,

0. The ADF test statistic is:

,

. .

,

In the Backward Sup ADF (BSADF) test the end point of the sample is fixed at r and the
ADF test is performed on a backward expanding sample sequence, see Figure 2 for a visual
illustration, where the supremum (sup) value is calculated from the ADF statistics. The
GSADF test is performed in multiple sub periods by varying both the starting and ending
point r and r (moving window technique), since using a fixed termination window (i.e.
ending point r

would not allow us to capture the buildup of exuberant price behavior. The

GSADF test is the sup value of the BSADF statistics. Compared to alternative existing testing
procedures, the GSADF test is better able to detect explosive behavior if multiple bubbles
exist due to the recursive estimation procedure with flexible starting and ending points
(Phillips et al., 2015). The test statistics of the BSADF and GSADF are:
(5)

BSADF

(6)

GSADF r

r

sup
sup

∊

∊ ,
,

ADF
BSADF

r

However, an appealing element of the GSADF test is that it examines explosive price behavior for a
series corrected for fundamental drivers. Hence, the pace at which the ratio rises matters more for
detecting bubbles than the exact (structural) level of the ratio.
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PANEL B: GSADF TEST

PANEL A: BSADF TEST

FIGURE 2 — THE BSADF AND GSADF TEST
Notes: This figure illustrates the BSADF and GSADF test. Source: Phillips et al. (2015).

Phillips et al. (2015) recommend a date‐stamping strategy based on the BSADF statistic
in equation (5). They show that the backward expanding sample sequence with fixed ending
points is better for real‐time monitoring purposes than a forward expanding sample
sequence, because it provides more flexibility to detect multiple bubbles. Moreover, the
GSADF statistic in equation (6) is only used to indicate exuberance over the whole time
period, but provides no information with regard to the exact timing of exuberance. The
calculated BSADF statistics need to be compared with critical values to determine the timing
of a bubble. The bubble starts if the BSADF statistic exceeds the critical value and ends if the
BSADF is below the critical value. This is captured by the following two equations:
(7)

r

inf

∊

,

r : BSADF

r

scv

(8)

r

inf

∊

,

r : BSADF

r

scv

where scv

is the 100 1

,

β % critical value of the sup ADF statistic based on Tr

observations. Equation (7) indicates the starting point of a bubble while equation (8)
denotes the ending point.
The implementation of the recursive testing procedure also requires the limit
distributions of the BSADF and GSADF test statistics (see Phillips et al. 2013; 2015). These
distributions are non‐standard and depend on the minimum window size. Therefore, critical
values have been obtained through Monte Carlo simulations. We calculate the finite sample
critical values by generating 2,000 random walk processes with ~ N(0,1) errors.
In addition to the GSADF test, we introduce the Generalized Sup Phillips‐Perron (GSPP)
test by using the same procedure as the GSADF but with the Phillips‐Perron (PP) test
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instead of the ADF test. Phillips and Perron (1988) present an alternative method to deal
with possible autocorrelation in the error term. While lagged dependent variables are
included in the Augmented Dickey‐Fuller test to account for autocorrelation, Phillips and
Perron (1988) adjust the Dickey‐Fuller statistics to deal with autocorrelation. The
adjustments to the test statistics are based on corrections similar to Newey‐West (HAC)
standard errors. The PP test applies the same test regression as the original Dickey‐Fuller
test but excludes the lagged dependent variables Δy

. An advantage of the PP test over the

ADF test is that the PP test is robust to a general form of autocorrelation in the error term of
the test regression. Therefore, it is not necessary to specify a lag length for the regression of
the PP test. The relative performance of the conventional ADF test and the PP test have been
examined in several studies. The ADF test seems to perform better in smaller samples, if
adequate adjustments are made to account for autocorrelation (Davidson & MacKinnon,
2004). Choi and Chung (1995) use a simulation study and find that especially with low
frequency data the PP test is more powerful than the ADF test.12
IV.

Results

A. Fundamental drivers of government bond yields
Table 2 provides an overview of the results to examine the fundamental drivers of
government bond yields. In the basic model specification (column 1) the current account
ratio, the debt‐to‐GDP ratio, the risk free rate, inflation, real GDP growth, and the VIX index
are used as explanatory variables in an OLS estimation procedure. Only the current account
ratio, the debt‐to‐GDP ratio, the risk free rate, and real GDP growth are statistically
significant at the 1% level. All variables have the expected signs. In column 2, the current
account ratio becomes insignificant when accounting for fixed effects. The fixed effects
model explains about 45 percent of the variation in bond yields.
Column 3 accounts for the sovereign debt crisis. This variable is insignificant and has a
minor effect on the slope coefficients of the other variables. However, the specification in
column 3 allows only for a shift in the level of government bond yields. It does not account
for the possibility that the relationship between government bond yields and their drivers
might have structurally changed after the sovereign debt crisis. This structural change can
be modelled with interaction terms between the (macroeconomic) variables and the
sovereign debt crisis dummy variable (column 4). Several F‐tests are performed to examine
12 Optimal

lag levels can also be determined based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the
Schwarz Bayesian Information Criterion (SBIC). Since the GSADF is a recursive estimation procedure,
the optimal lag may also differ in subsamples within the whole period (or may be country specific).
Moreover, determining the optimal lag length for each subsample increases the time to perform
computations substantially and is out of scope of this paper. For consistency reasons, we use only one
lag for our main results. Conducted analyses without lags in the ADF test regression lead to similar
results. Note that the PSPP test is not sensitive to the number of lags.
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the joint significance of the sovereign debt crisis dummy variable and interactions with the
macroeconomic variables. An F‐test that is performed on the sovereign debt crisis dummy
variable and all the interaction terms simultaneously shows that they are jointly significant
at the 1% level (F‐value of 55.0). When performing F‐tests on the sovereign debt crisis
dummy variable and its interaction with macroeconomic variables separately, the crisis
dummy and interaction with the current account ratio, the debt‐to‐GDP ratio, real GDP
growth, and inflation are significant at the 1% level (F‐values of 135.1, 7.6, 12.0, and 7.8,
respectively). Both the current account ratio and the debt‐to‐GDP variable change to a
negative sign after January 2010. The significance of the interaction terms and changes in
slope indicate a structural change in the relationship between government bond yields and
their fundamental drivers. This is in line with the findings of Bernoth et al. (2012), Giordano
et al. (2013), Beirne and Fratzscher (2013), and De Haan et al. (2014).
In column 5 (monthly) time effects are added to the specification in column 4. The results
remain similar as before. 13 In column 6, time effects since the announcement of the PSPP
are taken into account. These dummy variables capture the cumulative effect of yields since
January 2015 relative to periods before the announcement and are individually and jointly
significant at the 1% level.14 The results show that the government bond yields have
reached on average substantially lower levels in the periods since the announcement of
PSPP. However, the cumulative effect becomes less negative over time (‐2.316 to ‐1.677).15
The interaction between the sovereign debt crisis dummy and the debt‐to‐GDP ratio
becomes individually insignificant due to the inclusion of the time response function, but
jointly significant at a 10% level with the sovereign debt crisis dummy variable (F‐value of
2.4).
In column 7, we use the announcement of the CBPP3 and ABSPP in September 2014 to
define the response function. The most noticeable change compared to column 6 concerns
the sovereign debt crisis dummy variable which has a lower statistical significance. Overall,
the results with regard to the macroeconomic variables and the financial market indicators

13

We also performed the analysis in Table 2 column 5 with VSTOXX instead of the VIX as fundamental
driver. The VSTOXX indices are based on EURO STOXX 50 real‐time prices of options (i.e. the
European counterpart of the VIX). The correlation coefficient between the VSTOXX and the VIX is
0.924. The results in Table A1 (Appendix) are qualitatively similar to using the VIX. The VIX is also
often used in other studies on government bond yields in Euro Area countries (e.g. Giordano et al.,
2013).
14 An F‐test is performed to conduct a slope homogeneity test with regard to this set of dummy
variables. Under the null hypothesis the slope coefficients are equal to each other and the PSPP
announcement effect may be represented by a single dummy variable (i.e. a shock in the government
bond yield level leading to an absorbing state). The null hypothesis that all slope coefficients of the set
of dummy variables since the PSPP announcement are equal to each other is rejected at the 1%
significance level. The F‐statistic is 9.7.
15 An explanation for the mitigation of the monetary policy impact may be the political situation in
Greece and stock market events in China in the same period leading to an upward pressure of yields.
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TABLE 2 — 10 YEAR GOVERNMENT BOND YIELDS AND ITS DETERMINANTS (2003‐2016)
(Dependent variable: Yield 10 yr government bond)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Basic
+ fixed
+ 2010
+ sov.
+ time
+ PSPP
model
effects
sov.debt
debt crisis fixed
response
crisis
X macro‐
effects
function
dummy
ec. var.
CA
‐0.092***
‐0.018
‐0.015
0.150***
0.151***
0.144***
(0.009)
(0.020)
(0.015)
(0.014)
(0.015)
(0.014)
DR
0.013***
0.027***
0.026***
0.009***
0.010***
0.012***
(0.002)
(0.005)
(0.004)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)
rf
0.538***
0.727***
0.746***
0.602***
0.592***
0.448***
(0.040)
(0.045)
(0.070)
(0.072)
(0.069)
(0.052)
I
0.042
0.083
0.081
‐0.023
0.095
0.068
(0.099)
(0.105)
(0.105)
(0.059)
(0.082)
(0.069)
rGDPg
‐0.096***
‐0.162***
‐0.166*** ‐0.130***
‐0.125*** ‐0.081***
(0.013)
(0.015)
(0.016)
(0.030)
(0.028)
(0.021)
VIX
0.014*
0.013
0.013
0.016**
0.019**
0.022***
(0.007)
(0.008)
(0.008)
(0.008)
(0.008)
(0.007)
2010
0.086
1.133***
1.103***
0.560**
(0.203)
(0.309)
(0.304)
(0.258)
2010*CA
‐0.302***
‐0.300*** ‐0.264***
(0.021)
(0.021)
(0.021)
2010*DR
‐0.009***
‐0.009*** ‐0.003
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.002)
2010*I
0.130
0.134
0.112
(0.144)
(0.142)
(0.095)
2010*rGDPg
‐0.016
‐0.022
‐0.002
(0.040)
(0.039)
(0.030)
Response 1
‐2.316***
(0.158)
Response 2
‐2.290***
(0.206)
Response 3
‐1.652***
(0.216)
Response 4
‐1.525***
(0.178)
Response 5
‐1.677***
(0.159)
Fixed effects
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Time effects
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
N
1525
1525
1525
1525
1525
1525
Adj. R‐sq
0.314
0.448
0.448
0.582
0.584
0.662

(7)
+ CBPP3/
ABSPP
response
function
0.141***
(0.014)
0.013***
(0.003)
0.435***
(0.048)
0.066
(0.069)
‐0.081***
(0.020)
0.019***
(0.007)
0.449*
(0.244)
‐0.250***
(0.021)
‐0.001
(0.002)
0.070
(0.091)
‐0.003
(0.028)
‐1.737***
(0.116)
‐2.179***
(0.176)
‐2.465***
(0.151)
‐2.418***
(0.205)
‐1.850***
(0.126)
Yes
Yes
1525
0.693

Notes: Six determinants of government yields, see equation (1), are used in column 1. Column 2 is based on
equation (1) but accounts for country fixed effects. The results in columns 3 and 4 are based on an extension
with a dummy that reflects the sovereign debt crisis and interactions with the macroeconomic variables. Column
5 is an extension with monthly time effects. Column 6 contains dummy variables that capture two monthly
dynamic time effects since January 2015 (Response 1‐4) and a dummy that captures the remaining part of the
time effects after August 2015 (Response 5). Column 7 is similar to column 6, but uses the CBPP3/ABSPP
announcement in September 2014 to define the time response function. Standard errors (clustered at the
country level) are reported in parentheses. *, ** and *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.
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seem to be fairly robust between the model specifications in column 6 and 7. However, the
main difference between specifications is that the decline in yields is already captured since
September 2014. This is important as it shows that the announcement of QE already had a
very strong impact on bond yields.
B. Explosive behavior in government bond prices
This section provides an overview of the main results for the GSADF and GSPP tests on
government bond yields. The results are based on 2,000 simulations to obtain the
distributions of the GSADF and BSADF critical values. The recursive estimation procedure is
based on a minimum of 36 observations and a drift term in the test regressions. As the
minimum window of the GSADF test is 36 observations (i.e. 3 years) exuberance can only be
detected between 2006‐2016. We include one lag in the ADF test regression equation.
Robust test statistics for autocorrelation in the GSPP procedure account for up to 10 lags.
Table 3 provides an overview of the results based on the model specification in Table 2
column 5 to correct for the fundamental level of yields. According to the GSADF test, all
countries experienced a statistically significant deviation between observed yields and the
estimated yields within the period 2006‐2016. The results provide evidence of exuberant
bond prices in all countries with a confidence level of 99%, except for The Netherlands
where the confidence level is 95%. We find similar results with regard to the GSPP test,
although the test results in most cases seem to be more pronounced. Not fully taking into
account serial correlation seems to affect the GSADF statistic substantially.
TABLE 3 — EXUBERANT PRICE BEHAVIOR: GSADF AND GSPP TEST PROCEDURE RESULTS (2006‐2016)
GSADF stat.
GSPP stat.
AT
7.800***
9.257***
BE
8.886***
10.232***
DE
4.934***
5.977***
ES
4.614***
13.505***
FI
6.825***
7.019***
FR
6.186***
10.562***
IE
4.281***
5.496***
IT
3.489***
10.226***
NL
2.426**
1.766*
PT
3.252***
5.729***
Notes: This table shows the test statistic for the whole period 2006‐2016. An overview of the GSADF
statistic and GSPP statistic is provided per country. The model specification in Table 2 column 5 is
used to correct bond yields for the fundamental (estimated) level of yields. The critical GSADF values
(also used for the GSPP test) are dependent on the sample size and therefore equal for BE, DE, ES, FI,
FR, IE, IT, NL and PT. The critical values for AT are different since AT has a lower sample size. The
critical values for BE, DE, ES, FI, FR, IE, IT, NL and PT for confidence levels of 90%, 95% and 99% are
1.653, 1.992 and 2.631, respectively. The critical values for AT for confidence levels of 90%, 95% and
99% are 1.432, 1.763 and 2.388, respectively. *, ** and *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1%,
respectively.
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As discussed in section 3.3 the BSADF date‐stamping strategy is used to identify the sub‐
periods of exuberant price behavior. We summarize the results in a heatmap (see Figure 3
and 4). The construction of the heatmap can be explained by means of Figure 5 with the
detailed BSADF and BSPP results for Germany. In essence, the ratio between the
fundamental level of government bond yields and the observed yields (Panel A) are
transformed into a test statistic. If the BSADF (or BSPP) statistic exceeds the critical value
(Panel B), evidence of exuberance is shown in the heatmap at the 99% confidence level. The
critical values are only shown for the 99% confidence level, but can easily be constructed for
the 90% and 95% confidence levels as shown in the heatmap.
Figure 3 provides an overview of the results at different confidence levels and shows that
all countries experienced evidence of exuberant price behavior in government bonds during
2014 and 2015. Germany, Finland and Austria also experienced evidence of exuberant price
behavior with a 90% and 95% confidence level in some other periods between 2008‐
2012.16 However, the exuberant price behavior only persisted for a short time period (one
to three months), so it is questionable whether these results should be interpreted as
exuberant price behavior. It may well be the result of false positives.
PANEL A: RATIO ESTIMATED/ACTUAL

PANEL B: TEST STATISTIC & CRITICAL VALUE

FIGURE 5: GERMANY — DATE‐STAMPING PERIODS OF EXUBERANCE IN GOVERNMENT BOND PRICES
Notes: This figure shows the outcome of the GSADF and GSPP test for Germany and uses the
results in Table 2, column 5 to correct for fundamental values.

16 To

examine the influence of QE on yields it is important to correct yields for traditional fundamental
drivers. For example, we analyzed yields for Germany without correcting for QE or fundamental
drivers. Exuberant price behavior with a confidence level of 99% is observed in August 2010, May,
July and August 2012 and from August 2014 – April 2015. The signals until January 2015 disappear
after correcting yields for the traditional fundamental drivers.
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FIGURE 3 — PERIOD OF EXUBERANCE IN GOVERNMENT BOND PRICES AND YIELDS IN EURO AREA COUNTRIES, GSADF TEST
Notes: This figure shows the outcome of the GSADF test and uses the results in Table 2, column 5 to correct for fundamental
values.
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FIGURE 4 — PERIOD OF EXUBERANCE IN GOVERNMENT BOND PRICES AND YIELDS IN EURO AREA COUNTRIES, GSPP TEST
Notes: This figure shows the outcome of the GSPP test and uses the results in Table 2, column 5 to correct for fundamental
values.
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Five countries already experienced some signals of exuberant government bond price
behavior one or several months before the announcement of the EAPP in September 2014
with the purchase of ABSs and covered bonds. During the EAPP in November 2014 yields
deviated more (statistically) significantly from their fundamental levels, with six countries
indicating exuberant bond prices with a confidence level of at least 99%. The announcement
of the PSPP in January 2015 led to exuberant bond prices in two more countries reaching a
confidence level of 99% (The Netherlands and Germany). However, even though observed
yields continued to deviate significantly from their fundamental levels during the
announcement and implementation of the purchase programs, the results show no evidence
of exuberant price behavior after March/April 2015.
The effect of the EAPP on explosive price behavior seems to be temporary in nature. An
explanation for this result is that the GSADF bubble detection procedure is able to detect a
substantial decline in yields and soaring bond prices, but is less able to continue signaling
the existence of a bubble without explosive price behavior. In other words, the GSADF test
identifies the build‐up of a bubble, rather than its persistence. Finally, the results for the
GSPP test procedure in Figure 4 show similar patterns as the GSADF test procedure in
Figure 3. Most evidence of exuberant price behavior is observed between September 2014
and March 2015.
C. Explaining exuberant price behavior by using the PSPP response function
In this section the results are described based on equation (2) and the results in Table 2
column 6 to perform the GSADF and GSPP procedure. The announcement of the PSPP and
subsequent time effects are taken into account to determine fundamental values of the 10
year government bond yields. Table 4 provides an overview of the GSADF and GSPP test
procedure results. The number of observations of exuberant price behavior since the
announcement of the PSPP is also presented for different confidence levels.
When using the PSPP response function as a fundamental driver of government bond
yields, most countries no longer show evidence of exuberant price behavior after January
2015. Only in case of the GSADF test for Germany and Spain there is some evidence of
exuberant price behavior with a 95% and 90% confidence level, respectively. These results
imply that the previously estimated response function, ceteris paribus on other fundamental
drivers, captures the explosive behavior in bond yields well. That is, when corrected for
announcement effects and the implementation of the PSPP there are almost no bubbles
found in sovereign yields, although there are still bubbles in other periods. This suggests
that our model works well and fully explains the observed exuberant price behavior. The
GSPP again seems to better capture this result.
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TABLE 4 —TEST RESULTS USING PSPP RESPONSE FUNCTION AS CONTROL
Exuberance since
PSPP? (1=yes)
GSADF stat. GSPP stat.
(GSADF/ GSPP)
2006-2016
2006-2016
90%
95%
99%
AT 3.948***
5.705***
0/0
0/0
0/0
BE 5.102***
4.611***
0/0
0/0
0/0
DE 0.925
2.202**
1/0
1/0
0/0
ES
3.389***
8.168***
1/0
0/0
0/0
FI
3.317***
3.272***
0/0
0/0
0/0
FR
4.227***
5.658***
0/0
0/0
0/0
IE
3.509***
4.468***
0/0
0/0
0/0
IT
1.898*
4.438***
0/0
0/0
0/0
NL 1.807*
1.550
0/0
0/0
0/0
PT
1.578
2.796***
0/0
0/0
0/0
Notes: An overview of the GSADF statistic and GSPP statistic is provided per
country and indicates whether there is exuberance for the time period 2006‐
2016. Table 2 column 6 is used to determine the fundamental level of yields.
The critical GSADF values (also used for GSPP test) are dependent on the
sample size and therefore equal for BE, DE, ES, FI, FR, IE, IT, NL and PT. The
critical values for AT are different since AT has a lower sample size. The
critical values for BE, DE, ES, FI, FR, IE, IT, NL and PT for confidence levels
90%, 95% and 99% are 1.653, 1.992 and 2.631, respectively. The critical
values for AT for confidence levels 90%, 95% and 99% are 1.432, 1.763 and
2.388, respectively. *, ** and *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1%,
respectively. Also, whether there is exuberant price behavior (1=yes) after
January 2015 (announcement PSPP) is shown for different confidence levels.

D. Explaining exuberant price behavior by using the CBPP3/ABSPP response function
Table 5 provides an overview of the results when equation (2) is used based on the
announcement of the EAPP with the CBPP3 and ABSPP programs in September 2014 (Table
2, column 7). Clearly the time response function explains yield dynamics well in the first
four months since the announcement in September 2014 as no observations with exuberant
price behavior are found based on either the GSADF or the GSPP test. With the exception of
the Netherlands, Germany and Portugal, most countries do not show exuberant price
behavior in the period after the PSPP announcement in January 2015. This implies that the
time response function based on the CBPP3/ABSPP announcement does not seem to fully
capture the yield dynamics in The Netherlands, Germany and Portugal after the PSPP
announcement in January 2015. Overall, these results show only weak evidence of
exuberant price behavior during the announcement and implementation of the EAPP, if the
EAPP is used as a fundamental driver to explain yield dynamics.
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TABLE 5 — TEST RESULTS USING CBPP3/ABSPP RESPONSE FUNCTION AS CONTROL
After Jan. 2015
GSADF stat. GSPP stat. Sept.2014- Dec.2014
2006-2016
2006-2016 Exuberance? (1=yes) Exuberance? (1=yes)
(GSADF/ GSPP)
(GSADF/ GSPP)
90%
95% 99%
90% 95% 99%
AT
0.460
0.516
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
BE
1.382
1.261
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
DE
6.042***
5.525***
0/0
0/0
0/0
1/1
1/1
1/1
ES
1.662
2.130**
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
FI
0.871
3.156***
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
FR
1.145
1.660*
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
IE
2.284**
2.506**
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
IT
-0.005
0.842
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
NL
2.601**
1.252
0/0
0/0
0/0
1/1
1/1
1/1
PT
1.025
1.184
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/1
0/1
0/0
Notes: An overview of the GSADF statistic and GSPP statistic is provided per country
and indicates whether there is exuberance for the time period 2006‐2016. Table 2
column 7 is used to determine the fundamental level of yields. The critical GSADF
values (also used for GSPP test) are dependent on the sample size and therefore equal
for BE, DE, ES, FI, FR, IE, IT, NL and PT. The critical values for AT are different since AT
has a lower sample size. The critical values for BE, DE, ES, FI, FR, IE, IT, NL and PT for
confidence levels 90%, 95% and 99% are 1.653, 1.992 and 2.631, respectively. The
critical values for AT for confidence levels 90%, 95% and 99% are 1.432, 1.763 and
2.388, respectively. *, ** and *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.
The number of observed exuberant price behavior since September 2014
(announcement CBPP3 and ABSPP) is shown for different confidence levels. Two
periods are distinguished namely September 2014‐ December 2014 and the period
since January 2015.

V.

Conclusion and discussion

The Eurosystem launched an unprecedented expansion of monetary policy operations in
September 2014 in order to get inflation back towards the desired target. This has made the
Eurosystem an important participant in the financial markets and has raised the question to
which extent its operations have caused divergences between market prices and
fundamental values. To identify such exuberance in government bond markets, we utilize
two recursive estimation procedures (GSADF and GSPP test), which can be used as
monitoring tools. The test has been applied to 10 key Euro Area countries.
Our results show that the announcement and implementation of QE are important
drivers of government bond yields as QE policies explain deviations of yields from their
traditional fundamental values. This outcome is expected given the ECB’s efforts to influence
government bond markets with its’ QE programs directly. Given the importance of the QE
programs in explaining yield dynamics, our results may be indicative of an intrinsic bubble
which can be explained by this new driver. Moreover, the GSPP test introduced in this study
seems to better signal the presence of a bubble in government bond yields than the GSADF
test.
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The large purchases have made the Eurosystem an important player on the government
bond market. QE policies have raised bond prices relative to their traditional fundamental
values. This also implies that caution is warranted with regard to the specific timing and the
design of monetary policy normalization in order to avoid adverse effects on financial
markets. Central bank communication regarding an eventual exit is also important as our
results show that announcement effects have a large impact on yields.
Future research is recommended in several areas. First, our research shows that
exuberant price behavior can be examined with the two test procedures presented in this
paper. Nevertheless, an important limitation of both test procedures is that they are less
able to signal the continued existence of a bubble after explosive price behavior disappears.
In this context, more statistical evidence can help to define exuberance in government bond
prices, in particular in terms of the minimum level and duration of the deviation between
observed prices and fundamentals in order to classify as a bubble. Future research is also
warranted with regard to the determinants of government bond yields. Correcting observed
yield data for fundamental levels is a crucial step in this study and more research can be
conducted on complementary fundamental drivers. For example, more direct measures of
(unconventional) monetary policy can be used to disentangle the effects of the purchase
programs from those of forward guidance on monetary policy and from other events on
financial markets. Finally, future research should focus on implementing (and comparing)
the GSADF and GSPP test procedure to other asset classes and other countries that
implemented QE to obtain a broader perspective on the effects of the QE programs on
financial markets.
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Appendix
TABLE A1 — 10 YEAR GOVERNMENT BOND YIELDS AND DETERMINANTS BASED ON VSTOXX
(Dependent variable: Yield 10 yr government bond)
(1)
CA
0.150***
(0.015)
DR
0.009***
(0.003)
rf
0.612***
(0.069)
I
0.097
(0.082)
rGDPg
‐0.133***
(0.027)
VSTOXX
0.018**
(0.008)
2010
1.090***
(0.304)
2010*CA
‐0.300***
(0.021)
2010*DR
‐0.009***
(0.002)
2010*I
0.129
(0.142)
2010*rGDPg
‐0.015
(0.039)
Fixed effects
Yes
Time effects
Yes
N
1525
Adj. R‐sq
0.657
Notes: VSTOXX is added as a fundamental driver of government bond yields
instead of the VIX. Clustered (at the country level) standard errors are
reported in parentheses. *, ** and *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and
1%, respectively.
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